We present new algorithms for inference in credal networks-directed acyclic graphs asso ciated with sets of probabilities. Credal networks are here interpreted as encoding strong indepen dence relations among variables. We first present a theory of credal networks based on separately specified sets of probabilities. We also show that inference with polytrees is NP-hard in this set ting. We then introduce new techniques that re duce the computational effort demanded by infer ence, particularly in polytrees, by exploring sep arability of credal sets.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we deal with models that represent uncer tainty through directed acyclic graphs and sets of proba bility measures. We refer to such sets as credal sets [ 18] , and to such graphical structures as credal networks [7, 13] .
Credal sets have been used to represent imprecision in probability statements, to summarize opinions of groups of experts, and to conduct robustness analysis of probabilistic models [II, 12] . Overall, credal sets offer a very general and flexible tool for uncertainty representation.
Our goal is to produce inferences, here understood as tight lower/upper bounds on posterior probabilities given evi dence. We adopt the concept of strong independence in our credal networks [6, 8] . Inference with strong independence relations is quite demanding computationally because it in volves non-linear optimization problems.
In Section 2 we present the theory of credal sets and in troduce new concepts that are necessary to properly handle separately specified credal sets. We describe a new the ory of credal networks with separately specified credal sets and review existing inference methods in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. We prove a result of independent interest: in polytrees, exact inference is NP-hard in the presence of
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Escola Politecnica, Univ. de Sao Paulo Sao Paulo, SP Brazil fgcozman@usp.br credal sets. We then investigate the use of redundancy elim ination algorithms in credal networks, an idea that has been suggested several times but that has never been empirically tested (Section 5).
In Section 6 we present a new approach to separately spec ified credal sets and discuss techniques that greatly re duce the computational effort demanded by inference. Our techniques explore separability of credal sets in a general and profitable manner. In particular, we show that infer ence with polytrees is viable even in situations previously thought to be unmanageably complex. We also compare our algorithm to the message-based 2U algorithm, and dis cuss the generality of our approach.
The results presented suggest that exact inferences can be produced for medium-sized credal networks, particularly polytrees. This assertion is significantly more optimistic than existing results in the literature, which seem to sug gest that credal networks can only be handled in practice by approximate methods.
CREDAL SETS AND CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE
A credal set K is a set of probability measures. 1 Credal sets generalize probability intervals and belief functions, offering a general framework for the representation of im precision and indeterminacy about probability [22] .
A credal set defined by a collection of probability den sities p(X) is denoted by K(X). Here we focus only on closed convex sets of probability densities. Given a credal set K(X) and a function f(X), the lower and upper expectations of f(X) are defined respectively as
The first schemes proposed in the literature to refer to general credal sets as objects of intrinsic interest seem to be from Levi, who used B [18] , and from Giron and Rios, who used K [14] we opted for the latter merely because its sound suggests the word "credal. " Other notations employed for credal sets are M, P, C, II, r (the last one is often used in robust statistics).
indicates stan dard expectation). Similarly, the lower probability and the upper probability of event A are defined respec tively as E(A) = min!(X)EK(X) P(A) and P(A) = maxJ(X)EK(X) P(A). A set of probability measures, its convex hull, and its vertices produce the same lower/upper expectations and lower/upper probabilities. Note that a "vertex" here means a probability distribution.
Conditioning is equated to elementwise application of Bayes rule in a credal set; the posterior credal set is the union of all posterior probability measures [22] . A condi tional credal set K (X I Y = y ) contains conditional proba bility densities p (XI Y = y ) for random variables X andY.
There are two different ways to represent credal sets conditioned on random variables. First, consider the collection of separately specified conditional credal sets K(XI Y = y), one credal set for each value ofY, which we denote by K(XI Y). Second, consider the direct specifica tion of a set of functions p(XI Y) -we call such a set an extensive conditional credal set, and denote it by L(XI Y).2 It turns out that the differences between K(XI Y) and L(XI Y) are critical to the results in this paper, but these differences have not been emphasized previously in the lit erature.
The sets L (X I Y) might seem to carry all conditional in formation for X conditional on Y, but this is not correct. Consider the next example, where a set L*(X, YI Z) in duces a joint credal set K* (X, Y, Z) but does not capture all the conditional distributions p(X, YI Z) generated from K*(X, Y, Z). Consider a binary variable Z and construct two functions over (X, Y, Z):
Consider now a set L * (X, Y I Z) with extreme points lt (X, YI Z) and lz(X, YI Z).
Define distributions P t(Z) and p2(Z) by Pt (Z zo) 0.4 and P 2(Z = zo) = 0.6. Finally, suppose the joint credal set K* (X, Y, Z) contains four extreme distributions:
2 Moral and Cano use the term conditioned to the elements to indicate separately specified credal sets (the latter term is used by Walley [22) and Cozman [7) ). Moral and Cano use the term global information to indicate extensive credal sets [19) . We pre fer to reserve the word "information" to its technical meaning in information theory, and while the term "global conditional credal set" could be used for L(XIY), the word "global" might be mis understood as to mean a set with joint distributions. We have thus decided to adopt the term "extensive" here.
lt (X, YI Z) Pt (Z), lt (X, YI Z)p2(Z), l2(X, YI Z) P t (Z), and l2(X, YI Z)p2(Z). Even though K*(X, Y, Z) was directly built from L*(X, YI Z), the set of all conditional distributions computed from K* (X, Y, Z) is larger than L *(X, YI Z)! For example, if we take the convex combi nation 0.4lt (X, YI Z)pt(Z) + 0.6h(X, YI Z)p2(Z), we obtain p(X, YI Z) l3(X, YI Z) where l3(X, Ylzo) = ( 4 ft(X, Y) + 9!J (X, Y))/13; l3(X, Ylzt) = (fz(X, Y) + j4(X, Y))/2. Note that l3(X,YI Z) is not a convex combination of lt(X,YI Z) and lz(X, YI Z).
Consider now the concepts of independence and condi tional independence. In this paper we focus on the con cept of independence that is most often adopted for credal sets: Variables X andY are strongly independent when ev ery vertex of K(X, Y) satisfies stochastic independence of X andY -every vertex satisfies p(XIY) = p(X) and p(YI X) = p(Y) for possible values of (X, Y) [6, 8, 10] .
We adopt the following definition for conditional strong in dependence:
Definition 1 Variables X andY are strongly independent conditional on variable Z when the sets K(X, YI Z = z) have vertices satisfying stochastic independence of X and Y for every value of Z.
For conditions that imply strong independence, and that can be adapted to obtain Definition 1, the reader is referred to [8] . Strong independence is quite reasonable in a "sensi tivity analysis" interpretation of credal sets, where credal sets are viewed as containing a "correct" model. Several other concepts of conditional independence are discussed by Moral and Cano [19] . 
CREDAL NETWORKS WITH SEPA RATELY SPECIFIED CREDAL SETS
To represent a set of joint probability distributions over a large number of variables, we can resort to credal networks -an obvious generalization of the successful Bayesian network model [20] . To review, a Bayesian network is based on a directed acyclic graph and a collection of vari ables X. Each node in the graph is associated with a vari able Xi and with a conditional density p(Xi[IIi), where IIi indicates the parents of Xi in the graph. Every Bayesian network satisfies the Markov condition: every variable is independent of its nondescendants nonparents conditional on its parents.
We define a credal network over variables X using a di rected acyclic graph where every node is associated with a variable Xi, and each variable is associated with credal sets that contain the probability measures for Xi conditional on IIi. We assume in this paper that every variable is strongly independent of its nondescendants nonparents conditional on its parents. Figure I shows a credal network. In this example, note that the credal sets for a variable Xi are specified separately for each value of IIi. This is a common situation: no credal network in the literature is specified directly through sets L(Xi[IIi)· There are in fact good reasons to avoid direct specification of sets L(Xi [IIi) when building a credal net work. First, functions is these sets are not normalized, and it is difficult to express beliefs by manipulating these func tions directly. Second, the use of L(Xi[IIi) may induce unforeseen vertices into the joint credal set K (X) when the network is taken in its entirety (as in Example 1).
Even though credal networks always use separately speci fied credal sets, algorithms in the literature do not use this fact explicitly to simplify computations. To our knowledge, the present paper contains the first general exact algorithms that explicitly deal with separability of credal sets for infer ence (Section 6).
Once the sets K(Xi[IIi) for all variables in a credal net work are specified, we must indicate how the various sets are to be combined as we vary the values of IIi.
Example 3 Consider Figure I . If we focus on variable B, we could construct at least two sets K(A, B). The first set contains eight vertices, and we obtain these eight ver tices by considering every possible extreme value of P(ao), P(b0[a0) and P(bo[ai). The second set contains two ver tices: one vertex is obtained by choosing P(ao) = 1/2, P(b0[a0) = 1/2 and P(bo[a1) = 2/5; the other vertex is obtained by choosing P(ao) = 3/5, P(b0(a0) = 3/5 and P(bo[al) = 1/2.
To be able to describe the construction of joint distributions from sets K(X[Y), it is conveniente to define concatena tion operations for distributions and credal sets. 
We are finally prepared to give the central definition re garding the use of credal networks with strong conditional independence:
The strong extension of a credal network is the convex hull of probability densities that satisfy the Markov condition on the network:
If L(X;I ll;) is equal to CONCAT rr.(K(X;I ll;)), we say the strong extension is separately specified.
The concept of strong extension is not new [5, 8, 21 ], but we are careful in Definition 5 to emphasize the possible ways to specify L(X; Ill;), a point that is algorithmically important and has been neglected previously.
In this paper we assume that variables are discrete with finitely many values, and that local sets K(X;I ll;) are specified by a finite number of vertices. Even with these simplifying assumptions, it should be clear that separately specified strong extension are extremely complex objects. A very simple credal network can produce a strong exten sion with a huge number of vertices:
Example 5 Consider a network with four variables X, Y, Z and W; W is the sole child of X, Y and Z. Suppose that all variables have three values and that every local credal set has only three vertices. The number of possible combi nations of vertices of local credal sets is 33 0 .
Our purpose is to compute the lower probability 
subject to the constraint that p(X;I ll;) E L(X;Ill;) for all X;. It is known that the maximum of (3) is attained at a vertex of the strong extension (I) [7, 1 3] .
Strong extensions generalize Bayesian networks; conse quently, we cannot expect to find polynomial algorithms for inferences with strong extensions. In Bayesian networks we can find polynomial algorithms for some special struc tures, for example, polytrees. Unfortunately, strong exten sions defy polynomial inference even for polytrees:
Theorem 1 Calculation of lower/upper probabilities in strong extensions defined using polytrees is a NP-complete problem.
The proof is in Appendix A.
EXISTING INFERENCE ALGORITHMS
Inferences can be generated for strong extensions by enu merating all vertices indicated by Expression(!). Note that several credal sets in a network may be irrelevant for a par ticular inference, due to d-separation properties [7] ; we as sume that such irrelevant credal sets are always discarded before inference starts.
To organize the enumeration of vertices in a credal net work, Cano, Cano and Moral suggest a transformation that takes the original credal network and transforms the net work into a standard Bayesian network [2] . The CCM transform adds a transparent variable for each local credal set in the network: If X; is associated with L(X;I ll;), then a transparent variable x; is added as a parent of X;
and a single distribution p(X;I XL ll;) replaces L(X;Ill;).
The number of values for x; is equal to the number of vertices of L(X; I ll;), so that each instantiation of x; is equivalent to choosing one of these vertices. After the CCM transform is applied, inference can be performed us ing any algorithm for Bayesian networks. This "extensive" CCM transform has been implemented in the JavaBayes system (a freely available inference engine distributed at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ javabayes).
To process separately specified credal sets, Moral and Cano suggest that the CCM transform should be modified so as to add a transparent variable for each value of ll; [4] . This seems to be the only work, previous to the present one, that has paid attention to the difference between separately specified and extensive credal sets. Moral and Cano derive a number of approximate algorithms based on probability trees, and employ simplifications that are similar to redun dancy elimination algorithms (Section 5); they also men tion simplifications in intermediate steps of inference that are quite similar to the ideas developed in Section 6. Our work can be viewed as a counterpart of Moral and Cano's ideas for exact algorithms.
Instead of resorting to enumeration techniques, a different approach is to manipulate the values of the joint distribu tion p (X) directly and optimize the function (2). This ap proach is inspired by probabilistic logic, an old subject that started with Boole (reviewed by Hansen et al [15] ). There are two difficulties with this approach. First, independence relations introduce constraints that are non-linear, a prob lem that can be circumvented with linearization techniques
[!]). Second, the number of elements of p(X) may be huge, a problem that must be coped with column generation tech niques [15] . The result is a highly sophisticated algorithm that does not attempt to explore the specificities of credal networks. In this paper we pursue a different path, where we start from enumeration techniques and try to explore the structure of separately specified credal sets.
The only polynomial algorithm for inference with credal networks is the 2U algorithm, which only deals with certain models; we discuss this algorithm in Section 6.
Several methods have been investigated for approximate in ference. Tessem has proposed a method that bounds lower and upper probabilities in polytrees with non-binary vari ables [21] . Cano, Cano and Moral have explored simulated annealing and genetic algorithms in the context of infer ence [2, 3] ; other authors have suggested gradient search and EM-like schemes [7, 23] . In this paper we focus only on exact inference. idea then is to discard non-vertices of the strong extension [21] . If we use variable elimination as our base algorithm for inference [9] , we must use a redundancy elimination algorithm after the elimination of each variable. It can be proved that this step-by-step redundancy elimination does not affect the final result.
REDUNDANC Y ELIMINATION
We have implemented redundancy elimination with the ex tensive form of the CCM transform. 3 We have observed that redundancy elimination fails to provide any computa tional relief to inferences with strong extensions. The main problem is that the intermediate functions produced by in ference algorithms are often defined in high dimensional spaces. Even if we have a large collection of such func tions, it is unlikely that many of them will be redundant given the size of the space. We have observed that redun dancy elimination rarely removes many candidate vertices when operating in high-dimensional spaces (around 6 di- mensions and larger). We conclude that it is not possi ble to profit from redundancy elimination in enumeration schemes based on the extensive CCM transform because of the dimensionality of intermediate functions. The main purpose of this paper is to offer a better approach to in ference that uses redundancy elimination in an intelligent way (Section 6).
ALGORITHMS FOR SEPARATELY SPECIFIED STRONG EXTENSIONS
In this section we investigate techniques that can reduce the computational load of inference in separately specified strong extensions. We have argued that separately specified credal sets have a clear semantics and are adequate tools to represent uncertainty. We take that credal networks will typically be associated with separately specified credal sets. We now ask, What techniques can be explored to handle separately specified credal sets?
TERMINAL EVIDENCE
Suppose that we have discarded credal sets that are irrele vant to an inference P(XqiXE), using d-separation. The remaining sets form a sub-network that is fully connected.
Denote by XrE the variables in this sub-network that be long to XE and that have no children in this sub-network (the "terminal" evidence in the sub-network). The follow ing result considerably simplifies inference by reducing the number of candidate vertices that must be examined.
Theorem2
For every variable X; in XrE that has its value fixed to x;, the value of E(XqiXE) is attained by a distribution that either attains p(X; = x;III; = n; ) or E.( X; = x;III; = n; ) for each value of IT;.
The proof is in Appendix A. This theorem generalizes re sults of Walley [22, Chap. 8 ] to multivariate models. 
SEPARABLE VARIABLE ELIMINATION
Consider then that we have applied d-separation and Theo rem 2, and arrived at a sub-network for inference. The ex tensive CCM transform is not appropriate to deal with sep arately specified credal sets, because transparent variables may have huge numbers of values (Example 5). Clearly, we should keep the original representation K(X;III;). Can we explore this "separable" representation to reduce computa tional effort? The answer is yes.
To simplify our discussion, we assume that inferences are based on variable elimination (reviewed in [9] ). The results presented here can be adapted to other inference methods.
Variable elimination essentially builds a tree of buckets and passes messages from the leaves to the root of the tree.
Each bucket is responsible for "eliminating" a variable XJ.
Elimination occurs by selecting all functions that contain Xj (these are the "messages" into the bucket) and summing out Xj from the product of these functions. The result of this operation is a new function that replaces all functions in the bucket and is sent to some other bucket. Note that in a credal network, incoming and outgoing messages are sets of functions [5, 7] .
Denote by fJ (X J I W J) one of the functions received by some generic bucket B. These functions are unnormalized probability distributions and so we keep the conditioning bar -note that the bucket B can easily discover which variables are in XJ and in W J by examining previous op erations. It is important to differentiate between those vari ables in W J that are in the "conditioning" side for all func tions received by B, and the variables in W J that are not. We denote the first group of variables by Zj and the second group by Y J. Consequently, a bucket B receives a number of functions J1(XJIY1, Zj), multiplies them, sums out a variable X, and sends out a function f(X, YIZ), where X= uX1\X, Y = uY1\X and Z = UZJ\{X U Y}.
A crucial result is that set of all functions f(X, YIZ) sent by the bucket B are separately specified when we are deal ing with separately specified strong extensions. That is, we can operate on any bucket by taking a value of Z at a time, never concatenating functions with respect to Z. To prove this result, denote by Bj(XJIYJ, Zj) the set of all functions received by bucket B from its jth "parent" bucket, and denote by g(X, YIZ) the function I: x flJ fJ (XJIYJ, ZJ).
Proposition 1 If for all j, Bj(XJIYJ, Zj) is separately specified, then the following sets of functions are identical:
• {g(X, YIZ) : fJ (XJIYJ, ZJ) E Lj} , where Lj = CON CAT Y ;, Z ; (BJ(XJIYJ, ZJ)).
• CONCATz;({g(X,YIZ):
where L'j =CON CAT Y ; (Bj(Xj IYJ, Zj)).
Proof Immediate because any element of the first set can be constructed by operating with the second set, and vice versa. QED Note that the fi rst set in Proposition 1 corresponds to brute force enumeration, while the second set corresponds to keeping separable messages. This proposition suggests a different way to organize computations with separately specified strong extensions: pass messages from bucket to bucket without ever concatenating functions until it be comes necessary to do so. This new organization does not reduce the number of candidate vertices in inference; the main effect of Proposition 1 is to reduce the dimensional ity of messages sent by buckets during inference. As noted in Section 5, the dimensionality of these functions is the key negative factor in redundancy elimination algorithms. Suppose we run redundancy elimination in these separately specifi ed messages; we obtain the following algorithm:
Algorithm: Separable variable elimination
• Run variable elimination, but keep messages B(X, YIZ) sent by buckets as separately specified sets with respect to Z.
• Before a message B(X, YIZ) is sent by a bucket, run redundancy elimination in each one of the sets B(X, YIZ = z) separately, for each value of Z.
The application of redundancy elimination in this fashion has dramatic consequences for inference, as discussed later. Now we focus on the correctness of this algorithm; the next theorem is the main result of the paper, showing the correctness of redundancy elimination over the separately specified messages BJ(XJIYJ, Zj):
Theorem 3 lf for allj, Bj(XJ IYJ> Zj) is separately spec ified, then the following set of functions is equivalent for inference to the sets in Proposition 1:
where L'j is defined as in Proposition I andRE K is the set containing the vertices of K (obtained running redundancy elimination).
The proof is sketched in Appendix A. Note that a result similar to Theorem 3 must be assumed in order to use the techniques derived by Moral and Cano [ 4] in the interme diate computations of any inference algorithm.
Separable variable elimination can easily deal with non binary multi-connected networks, but consider the conse quences of the algorithm for polytrees containing no vari able with more than V values. Variable elimination can then be organized in such a way that redundancy elimina tion is never run in dimensions larger than V. The gains of separable variable elimination are even more dramatic if V is equal to 2; in this case redundancy elimination is equivalent to a simple inspection for minima and maxima, because every credal set is represented by a single interval (given that functions are probabilities and can be normal ized). We have:
Proposition 2 For separately specified credal networks composed of polytrees with binary variables, separable variable elimination is an exact polynomial algorithm.
We have thus obtained the complexity of the 2U algorithm, the only existing method for polynomial inference with credal networks (the 2U algorithm only handles polytrees with binary variables) [13] . The theory of separately spec ified credal sets developed in this paper leads to a consid erable simplification in the derivation of the 2U algorithm, and also makes it possible to state all assumptions actually employed by that algorithm.
We have implemented separable variable elimination on top of the JavaBayes system. We have run several tests with various networks; two examples can illustrate the re sults. First consider the multi-connected credal network in Figure I . The query P (F) requires the examination of 2393 vertices by separable variable elimination, instead of the 2 2 0 candidate vertices manipulated by enumeration methods (which could not even finish this inference due to memory exhaustion). As another example, consider the CarStarts network, a polytree with 18 variables produced and distributed by Microsoft Research. We took the orig inal structure, where all variables were binary, and modi fied the variables Starter and EngineCranks to ternary. We also inserted separately specified credal sets throughout the network, using two vertices per credal set. We then asked the lower probability of the variable Starts. Applying d separation, we were left with a network with 15 variables, including the ternary ones. Separable variable elimination finished the inference after examining only 3490 vertices of the more than a billion candidate vertices. Again, enu meration methods could not handle the inference.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we
• presented a theory of separately specified credal sets, credal networks and strong extensions that can han dle existing concepts in the literature and lead to new insights and results;
• proved that inference with polytrees is NP-hard in the presence of credal sets;
• described the difficulties with redundancy elimination in straightforward enumeration;
• introduced new techniques for exact inference with separately specified strong extensions, showing how to use terminal evidence (Theorem 2) and how to per form separable variable elimination;
Separable variable elimination is the first exact algorithm that uses separability of credal sets to an explicit compu tational advantage. Our tests suggest that the algorithm is viable for small to medium-sized networks, particularly polytrees. The results suggest that inference with seman tically meaningful credal networks is a feasible option for uncertainty management. The performance of separable variable elimination depends on the topology of the credal network of interest, and also on the number of values for variables in the network. We believe that the most promising approach for complex net works is to develop branch-and-bound algorithms [16] that take approximations to guide the search for lower/upper probabilities. This strategy seems more effective than gen eral, uninformed methods based on column generation [I] or signomial programming [7, 23] . We are currently inves tigating and comparing these methods.
A PROOFS OF THEOREMS
Theorem 1 We take the NP-complete SubsetSum problem,
where we are given a setS = { s 1 , ... , sn} of non-negative integers and a positive integer L; we want to know whether there exists a subset S' � S such that the sum of elements of S' is exactly L (we are inspired by the work of Lerner and Parr [17] ). From a SubsetSum problem, we build a polytree as in Figure 2 , with n value nodes Xi and n -1 summation nodes Y;. Every node has (1 + l: i si) values (the first value is zero). The summation nodes have two parents and produce the summation of the values of the par ents, clipped at l: i Bi. Suppose that every value node Xi is associated with a credal set with two extreme points: one extreme point places all mass in zero, and the other extreme point places all mass in Si· If we have P(Yn-1 = L) = 1, then it is possible to find S' to produce L; otherwise, it is not possible to find such S'. Note that if we had a sub set S' satisfying the SubsetSum problem (the sum of ele ments in S' is equal to L) then we would verify this so lution using a standard polytree propagation (a polynomial procedure). Consequently, inference with such polytrees is NP-complete. QED 
